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2.

Scope

As noted earlier, many businesses have the capability of having an online business or platform, with
online services delivered via various digital media (e.g. websites, social media, apps and other digital
or online platforms) which are B2C or B2B in nature, and affect businesses of all sizes. We recommend
that the PJCLE review the scope of the AVM Act to ensure that it does not inadvertently and
unintentionally capture a wide range of businesses than was originally intended.
For instance, the original intention of the AVM Act is to specifically target instances relating to
consumer engagement in the widespread public sharing of AVM. If such dissemination were unlikely
to occur in the business environment, the legislation should be proportionate in scope and not
applicable (or automatically assumed to be applicable) for B2B companies. Otherwise, B2B companies
will be subject to unnecessary regulatory burden and compliance costs.
Further, if AVM content were to be shared in the business environment, the transmission of offensive
content in the workplace context could already be captured under employment law as valid reasons
for employee dismissal. While the AVM Act takes a different approach, the AVM Act should avoid
eroding or restricting an employer’s ability to remedy such employee conduct online.
Regarding potential breadth of businesses captured under the AVM Act, there are similar issues that
we previously raised in our submissions on the Online Safety Bill to the Department of Infrastructure,
Transport, Regional Development and Communications, and Senate Standing Committees on
Environment and Communications that may equally apply to the AVM Act.2
In addition to a potentially wide range of businesses that could be captured under the AVM Act, its
interactions with the recently passed Online Safety Act should be properly taken into consideration.
With respect to this, we note that there are concurrent consultations by the Department of
Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Communications on its Draft Online Safety (Basic
Online Safety Expectations) Determination 2021, and eSafety Commissioner on developing industry
codes under the Online Safety Act (Cth) 2021.3
Given the potential overlap in regulatory scope including scope creep between the AVM Act and Online
Safety Act, we also recommend that consideration be given to improved coordination within
Government on these matters.
Without properly considering the scope, we consider that such legislation could create unnecessary
regulatory compliance burden and costs for a wide range of businesses that would also be
inconsistent with the Australian Government’s deregulation agenda.4
And from a global perspective, the speed and lack of due process of many of these legislative changes
risk creating the perception that Australia is not a favourable destination for digitally focused
companies, and undermine the otherwise great work that Australia is doing in global digital trade rules,
namely with Digital Free Trade Agreements and at the World Trade Organisation.
3.

Clarity on various aspects of the AVM Act

According to the Terms of Reference for this inquiry:
Pursuant to subsection 7(1) of the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Law Enforcement Act 2010,
the Committee will inquire into and report on the operation and effectiveness of Subdivision H of
Division 474 of the Schedule to the Criminal Code Act 1995 (Cth), with particular reference to:

Ai Group submission to Senate Standing Committees on Environment and Communications inquiry on Online Safety
Bill (Submission No. 42, 5 March 2021),
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary Business/Committees/Senate/Environment and Communications/OnlineSafet
y/Submissions; Ai Group submission to Department (12 February 2021),
https://www.aigroup.com.au/news/submissions/2021/exposure-draft-of-online-safety-bill/; Ai Group submission to
Department (21 February 2020), https://www.aigroup.com.au/news/submissions/2020/proposed-new-online-safetyact/.
3
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/have-your-say/draft-online-safety-basic-online-safety-expectations-determination2021-consultation; https://www.esafety.gov.au/about-us/consultation-cooperation/industry-codes-position-paper.
4 https://deregulation.pmc.gov.au/.
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